Plate 1.20. Northwestern ashlar facade of Building T, with entrance into Room 5, from northwest.

Plate 1.22. Building T, Space 5, complete to LM I level, from west.

Plate 1.23. (above) Building T, Room 5, gamma- and T-shaped pier-and-door partition bases (S 2270, left, and S 2272, right), from north. See also Pls. 1.13, 1.132.

Plate 1.24. (right) Building T, Room 5, northeastern interior corner, showing end of V-shaped facade block cut down to accommodate later LM III floor, and (below) a portion of an earlier wall, from south.
Plate 1.25. (above left) Space 7, showing sequence of LM I–II use. Phase 1: southern wall of T, Room 5 (1a) and Central Court surface (1b). Phase 2: slab (2a), block with gourna (S 2347, at 2b), partial slab floor (2c), and hearth (2d). Phase 3: slab platform (3a) and hearth (3b). From southeast. See also Pl. 1.36.

Plate 1.26. (above right) MM slab pavement south of later Space 7 and below later Central Court, from east, with MM IIB conical cup C 10726 in center foreground. For location, see also Pl. 1.32.

Plate 1.27. (above left) Western ashlar border (a) and krepidoma (b) of Neopalatial Central Court above earlier MM wall (c), from south.

Plate 1.28. (above right) MM wall (left) and later blocking (right) below Neopalatial Central Court, from east.